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As introductory
A few words about the project
The LdV - Learning Partnership entitled “Effective Vocational Guidance for Gifted and Talented” is consisted of 6 European partners from different countries under the coordination of
Turkish Assosiation for Gifted and Talented in Kastamonu.

Main vision and objectives of the project.
With this project 6 varying organisations from six countries (TR,PL, LT, GRE, DE,ES) we aimed
to share best practice and conduct to raise awareness and make more consciousness of GATS
about vocational guidance. It is known all partners the importance of helping people explore
their personalities, values, and desired lifestyles as well as their interests & abilities to help them
explore career options, plan for their future and realize their potential. We thought ,profession
affects individuals' whole life. A profession could make individuals happy or unhappy. All partners experience problems with GATS who need vocational educational guidance and surveys
to choose right profession and to make true decision. This project aimed to increase the attractiveness of vocational guidance and training by promoting a series of interventions that
partner countries have found successful, or are experimenting with, to encourage the GATS.

The Booklet
This booklet, only partly describes the questions and the needs which arised through the project activities.The partners all coming from the broader educational sector ,either formal or/ and
non formal, confront the same dilemma and challenge , as the basis of discussions:
• What about all talents been carried and being in emerge and how sure we are , that school
curricula indeed serve the plurality and diversity of talent appearance ?
• what is the connection between talent and intelligence and what is the most appropriate way of making the talent to get flourished ?
• Are there any specific approaches in order to support talent to arise in mainstream school
community and becoming the motive for all students to benefit of ?
• what are – if they are – the specific guidance needs of GATS and how possible this to happen within crisis deficits?
After discussions, and comparative presentations of the National Systems ad all subsidiarities,
we, the partners, reached as practitioners in the following suggestion articulated by:
• time deficits
• multiplicity of approaches and initiatives in the light of talent and giftedness in various
disciplines
• limited idea on want talent means
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The partners as LdV learning partnership team, after developing a basic understanding in comparative sense about the need of support talent through school life and beyond, and regarding
the professional orintaiton of the students as such, this is a message can spread to:
Make students gain advantage of the holistic and experienced based information about indicated
popular professions: the educational background, the personality traits and socio economic prerequisites for success.
Through critical reading and in cooperation with Advisors/ mentors if the focus is given to students
personalities and how they react, we hope to possible motivate youngsters to find their way as creative human beings and advance the possibilities given to them in each partner country.
The topic is too complicated and all national systems are in critical revision of their strategy
about this challenge.This consideration is being reflected to the mainstream school , which are
in serious questioning about [ especially thinking the rates of drop outs through Europe, the
question is connected also to the attractiveness and effectiveness of School as step for Life].
We confronted very serious challenges and dilemmas through the commonalites of the national systems, or/ and local initiatives as good examples confronting the hidden talent.
For sure our contribution is limited because of the investigation already in emerge and studies
in progress by the academics all over the world.
For that reason we only encouraged to offer a Tool to the broader educational community for
their daily work.
This short guide can work as such for teachers and other educational professionals, in order to
encourage valuable discussions on professions with students in the age of 7- 17 years old, –
being in an emergent stage. The comparative presentation also facilitates the European perspective of nowdays education and training.
Based on the general principle of the hidden talent all persons keep either in silence or already
expressed and developed , we proceed in developing this short guide where somebody can possible find answers as:
1 What means to be a professional in the respecting sector?
2 What studies is needed to be done?
3 Do I know my self dynamics and how possible is to develop my inner capacity ?
4 How important is to hunt my professional dream in my country ?
5 Are there any differences from country to country ?
Dear Educators and Job Advisors , we really hope to find this handbook useful and practical
though your daily work with active and curious youngsters.
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The Professions selected
to be provided
by EVG for GATS partnership
for the targeted questions.

Architect
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
The study, programming and design, the construction and supervision of all the buildings and
the formation of the surroundings that people need for all kinds of activities

Educational background
Degree in Architecture

Professional rights
Mainly the rights of an engineer and a single practitioner (they can also work in public services but regardless of their degree)

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Mainly the ability to picture a design before transferring it into paper, artistic nature, objective
perception, be able to cooperate with many people, and understand what people want

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace, but in any case the working environment should be help the creativity of the architect and provide them with the tools needed

Job market trends
Both in public and private sector, but most commonly as a single practitioner or part of architectural company
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TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
An architect is a person trained to plan and design buildings, and oversee their construction

Educational background
Degree in Architecture

Professional rights
Either public or private sector they can work

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Design talent Engineering ability
Social awareness
Business aptitude
Legal knowledge

Job conditions
Architects work on offices and Works are usually performed well lighted and clean environments.During the process of controlling construction of buildings and feasibility study
environment can be noisy, dusty cold or hot.

Job market trends
They can work public or private sectorThey can work special offices or building firms in private sector. ise.

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about

Architect

Architects usually lead a team of specialists such as civil, electrical, structural, mechanical,
and electrical engineers. Architects are involved in the planning, designing and modeling
of a building's construction.

Educational background
Master of Science

Professional rights
An architect has multiple career opportunities and promotion prospects, as an employee or
as an independent practitioner.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
A fundamental understanding of computers along with the ability to visualize abstract concepts in 3D, good communication skills, experience in, building construction, self confidence,
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ability to learn (forever), fundamental understating of finances

Job conditions
Architects usually spend their days visiting construction sites, working on their designing and
drawings, meeting with clients, winning contracts, solving problems, estimating costs, meeting with various consultants, and drawing up specifications

Job market trends
Architecture is not a field to enter in order to become rich, but you don't have to be exceptionally
talented to earn a decent living. The money issue is one of many reasons why some architects
have become real estate developers or construction contractors. Some architects choose to teach
in architectural schools, where they can earn a better and more stable income than practicing
architecture.

LITUHANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
design of buildings and different areas: preparing sketches of the building and agreed with the
customer about the idea, technical requirements and construction costs. Design individual, public buildings, exterior and interiors

Educational background
Degree in Architecture

Professional rights
Legislation of labour market/ individual work/ companies (depend from work place); professional codes of ethics

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Liking the design and ability bring the idea into paper, creativity. Knowledges and skllis in drawing, basic forms of composition. Understanding and ability to implement client's wishes, profesional consulting

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace. In any case the working environment should be help the creativity of the architect and provide them with the tools needed

Job market trends
Private and public sector. Architects can work individually or in design and architectural service providers company.
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POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
An architect is an interdisciplinary profession (connecting many areas of science and technology). Architects called artists involved in the development of the theory and its links with the
arts, as well as the design of forms.
There are some kinds of architects: urban planner (architect cities) ruralista (architect of the countryside) landscape architect interior architect (of buildings and rooms).

Educational background
Degree in architecture, urban engineering
Master of Science Architect

Professional rights
Self-perform the architectural profession in Poland without limitation in the architecture, requires outside diploma "Master of Science architect" for building permissions in the architecture and being a member of the Chamber of Architects (for power in the architectural design)
or the Polish Chamber of Civil Engineers (in the case rights to manage construction works - powers in the construction and building design and construction and the building w / dim industry), or a member of both the Chambers.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Good architect is primarily a person creative, inventive and open to the world and the environment
in which it is located. Important, however, that such person has been sensitive to the beauty with
the ability to see and follow. It is also important to plan and the ability to think logically. Spatial imagination and openness are other advantages. Most important, however, is that the architect
felt what he was doing, and his character makes will become a specialist and an individualist in
the direction in which no problem can be found.

Job conditions

Architect

Architect work is individual.
Architect performs an essential part of the work in his studio.Often working in the field, often
leaving. Working without a specific time limit.

Job market trends
Public and private sector. The most rapidly growing private market
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SPAIN-ES
Subject – What is it about
An architect works in many different fields. He may design buildings, help plan sites, work on
restoration of historical buildings, or use their knowledge to teach history or art.

Educational background
Degree in Architecture It usually takes a minimum of seven years to obtain the necessary

Professional rights
is restricted by law to those registered at the Architects Registration Board. qualifications and
experience for registration. They can work private and public sector

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
obtain intrinsic rewards from the creative aspects of their work. Stress factors are also common
and relate to time pressures, long work hours and work-life balance. However, due to Spanish
idiosyncratic working hours and a familialistic welfare regime, the incidence of workfamily conflict might be greater than in other countries

Job conditions
However, the economic environment in which architects work has changed a lot since
2008. European construction output fell back by an estimated 7% in 2009, and a
further 8% in 2010 as a result of the continuing economic crisis right across Europe, Spain was
one of the countries hit most severely

Job market trends
to their mode of practice, a wide range of occupations has been studied: full-time employees
in local public sector authorities, full-time salaried professionals at construccion
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Environmental Engineer
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
Observation, calculation, evaluation and confrontation of the problems that emerge from the
human activity in the environment

Educational background
Degree in engineering or environmental issues

Professional rights
The legislation concerning single practitioners, or research staff , or even civil servants and educators

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
sensitivity and interest in environmental issues, observation and a good knowledge of the legislation concerning the environment

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace. They can work both indoors and outdoors, and there aren’t always
standard working hours. Also they have to travel a lot and attend international environmental
forums

Job market trends
single practitioners, administrative staff in public and private organizations, in constructions
and in secondary education

TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
Use natural sources in the best way, protect natural environment and devoloping it according
to human health

Educational background
Degree in engineering departments of universities or environmental issues

Professional rights
The legistlation concerning chemistry engineers, architects and biologists.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
enterested in sciences especially chemistry and biology and sucessfull in that field, curiosity to
research carefull and good observer good at collecting observation datas, ready to cooparate and
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good communication skills

Job conditions
They can work usually offices and labarotories.But sometimes they work construction site,built
area,waste treatment facilities and they travel to out of the cityIt needs to make cooperation different fields.. They are contact with other professions.

Job market trends
They can work public or private sector.They can work speacial offices or construction firms at
private sector.

Environmental Engineer

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about
Responsible for studying, evaluating and managing the detrimental effects of human activity on
the environment. It basically revolves around three core areas: 1) the disposal and management
of waste products; 2) the reclamation of land degraded, damaged and altered by urban sprawl,
industrial activities and construction projects; and 3) the control and mitigation of pollutants
or effluents which have an adverse impact on the natural environment.

Educational background
Master of Science

Professional rights
Often employed by environmental consultancies, engineering companies, local authorities,central government departments and executive agencies like the Environment Agency.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
High interest in nature, politics, environment and a basic knowledge of law

Job conditions
Environmental engineers don’t just necessarily focus their efforts on environmental consultancy.
They are also responsible for designing, developing, testing and implementing technical solutions which will help organisations actively reduce their negative impact on the environment.

Job market trends
Environmental engineers work on air-pollution control, water treatment, waste management,
alternative energy, and conservation, in both the private sector and government agencies.

LITHUANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
Caring for the environment, sustainable management of natural resources and reducing pol16

lution. Environmental specialist of local, regional and global environmental problems caused
by economic activity

Educational background
Degree in engineering or environmental issues

Professional rights
Labor relations legislation for private and public companies and organizations; professional codes
of ethics

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Interest in environmental issues, the desire and commitment to protect the environment and
resources. Knowledge of requirements environmental law

Job conditions
Depends on the work place. It can be a job in the enterprise / office and outside. It can be defined exactly. You may need to travel a lot, to participate in forums and conferences.

Job market trends
Education and training institutions, government institutions, civil service, international organizations

POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
Environmental engineer on the basis of technical sciences, natural sciences, legal and economic
basis for the rational management of natural resources, as well as forecasting, assessing, prevents
and repairs the effects of human impact on the environment. Environmental engineer knows
how to use technical measures to reduce the negative effects of economic processes and industrial and urban development. on the natural environment.

Educational background
Degree in Enviromnental Engineering

Professional rights
Studies in "Environmental Engineering" are technical and technical-natural. A graduate has knowledge giving rise to troubleshoot technical, technological and organizational issues related to the
protection, utilization and conversion of environmental resources - both in the environment (climate, installations in buildings). In addition, graduates are prepared to carry out the work of
design, construction, maintenance, renovation and construction and commercial production
in the field of environmental engineering in all areas of the economy and administration.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Environmental Engineer should have knowledge of the basics of mathematics and natural sci-
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ences and engineering, and the ability to use it in their work and life while maintaining legal
and ethical standards. In particular, it should have knowledge of engineering, internal and external environment, have the ability to solve problems on a project, investment and operating
the equipment, installations and facilities for development and environmental protection sense
of responsibility for their actions.

Job conditions
Environmental engineer working in the office and in the field. Often have flexible working hours.
Must be readily available.

Environmental Engineer

Job market trends
State and private sector, especially as specialist in environmental issues, environmental technologist
or environmental consultant

SPAIN-ES
Subject – What is it about
the discipline of engineering that studies the development, improvement, implementation and
evaluation of integrated systems of people, knowledge, energy, machinery, materials and processes.

Educational background
Students receive first a grado degree (4 years of studies) followed by a Master's degree (1–2 years
of studies) according to the principles of the Bologna declaration, though traditionally, the degree received after completing an engineering education is the Spanish title of "Ingeniero". Using the title "Ingeniero" is legally regulated and limited to the according academic graduates.

Professional rights
offer full-spectrum support to industrial, commercial, and government clients across multiple
markets. Services include scientific and specialty consulting as well as all aspects of engineering and construction, and operations and maintenance. Ipublic and private

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Is the discipline of optimization. Using the methods of analysis and synthesis, as well as tools
of mathematics, statistics, physics and social sciences to design, predict and evaluate the results
to be obtained from such systems. Industrial engineers working to eliminate the losses of time,
money, materials, energy and other resources.

Job conditions
Long working hours, High mobility. Know Languages minim English. They have access to all
kinds of resources, training, etc. They have a great support to perform their tasks

Job market trends
Public and private organizations
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Political Sciences
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
Political, state and international phenomena of social, political or economical systems

Educational background
Degree in political sciences

Professional rights
Rights as of Educators in secondary education, or by the civil servants code and constant educational code

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
High intelligence, wide education, ability to perform intellectual work, be interested, locate and
analyze various economical, social and political issues, ability to combine information, sharp
political criteria and the feeling of social responsibility

Job conditions
Depends on the subject and the workplace. Generally it is office work with the established of
eight hours

Job market trends
Public administration(generally in the public sector), in political organizations , educators in
secondary education

TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
He/she is interested in political theories and pratics of political theories and political systems
and political behaviours.

Educational background
Degree in political sciences

Professional rights
They have the same rights as officers and private sector workers.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Good communication skills, clever,leadership ability,They can influence the society , open minded to innovations andTheymust be good at persuade people.
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Job conditions
Generally it is office work with the established of common hours.

Job market trends
International affairs
Political Economy
Public Management
Political psychology

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about
It is a cross section of different areas include political theory, political philosophy, political ideology, political economy, policy studies and analysis, comparative politics, international relations,
and a host of related fields.

Educational background
Master of Political Science

Professional rights

Political Sciences

Public and private organizations

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Among personal characteristics which political scientists should possess are: strong analytical
skills, the ability to think objectively and independently, and the ability to communicate, both
orally and in writing.

Job conditions
Political scientists employed by political parties may work long, irregular hours, especially during election campaigns. Those employed in the diplomatic service or by international or nongovernmental organizations also may attend numerous social functions.
Political scientists working in universities or colleges divide their time between teaching, administrative duties, community outreach and research. Travel to meetings and conferences often is required. Tight schedules, deadlines and heavy workloads can be stressful.

Job market trends
Careers in federal, state and local governments; law; business; international organizations; nonprofit associations and organizations; campaign management and polling; journalism; precollegiate education; electoral politics; research and university and college teaching.
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LITHUANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
Political scientists - is a professional political science and international relations specialists

Educational background
Degree in political sciences

Professional rights
Legislation of Education and training institutions, government bodies, civil service labor relations; professional codes of ethics

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Diplomacy, discernment, critical thinking, deep and comprehensive education and general literacy, tolerance, constant and consistent interest in national and international political, socialeconomic, social phenomena and events; ability to behave in public; persuasiveness; leadership
skills, knowledge of foreign languages

Job conditions
Depends on the work place. The most common work at the office, but the time may be highly uncertain. Depending on the job, you may need to travel a lot.

Job market trends
Education and training institutions, government institutions, civil service, international organizations.

POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
Political scientist is a person graduated in studies in political science and related (social policy, European studies, political science), a person with expertise in the field of political science
research.

Educational background
Degree in political science, European studies and social policy.

Professional rights
Political scientist can work in a bank, government, the private sector, the number of jobs is much
higher. Many political science graduates will be deputies, directors of departments in the ministries.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Political scientist should possess a knowledge of political science, and related social sciences to
enable it to understand the political processes and phenomena of the modern world and placing them in a historical context. Should also have practical skills organ rising use of knowledge,
21

especially in working life. Should possess the ability to communicate, negotiate, argue, work as
a team. Should know foreign languages.

Job conditions
Depends on the job. There are travel and flexible working hours, but the most common work
at the office. Gained extensive knowledge on political science can adapt to changing conditions
in the labor market and help in finding an interesting job.

Job market trends
Education majoring in political science prepares graduates to work in particular:
• the analyst and specialist positions in the state administration and local government,
• the analyst and specialist positions in the governing bodies of political parties,
• organizations and national institutions, including those co-operating with other countries
or international
• the media
• as an expert in public opinion research centers and academic institutions,
• political advisers,
• public relations specialists.

SPAIN-ES

Political Sciences

Subject – What is it about
Direction and management of governmental and non-governmental agencies on a local, regional,
national or supranational basis.

Educational background
Degree in Political Science, Law, Economics, Sociology, Public Administration

Professional rights
Based on the civil service regulations, mainly in high –ranking positions, as well as by the electoral ground rules.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Emotional intelligence, teamwork, analytical methodology, trained in public speaking and campaign management; leadership, assertiveness and effectiveness, negotiating skills ,conflict resolution and decision-making; empathy

Job conditions
Long working hours, no fixed schedule;
High mobility. They have access to all kinds of resources, training, etc. They have a great support to perform their tasks

Job market trends
Stable labor market and we can say that employment is on the rise in certain areas such as in
social organizations.
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Public Relations
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
To manage the profile of professional places

Educational background
Attendance in forums concerning public relationships, vocational training or degree in public
relationships.

Professional rights
as described by the legislation for employees in both public and private organizations

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
To handle spoken and written word fluently, good knowledge of other languages, communicational abilities, be able to perform team work and have versatile knowledge of several issues,
creativity and a strong personality

Job conditions
Team work, constant communication with people, office work and mobility

Job market trends
Public and private sector.

TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
To introduce the worked place and make studies to awaken good feelings at people about place
organization

Educational background
University degree at public relations, vocational training

Professional rights
They have same rights as Managers, officers and private sector workes

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
good communication skills
İnterested in to make research
Team work creativity
Good physical appearance

Job conditions
Group work, sociable, good communication with others, travelling
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Job market trends
Public and private sector.

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about
Public relations (PR) is a way for companies, organizations or people to enhance their reputations. This task typically is performed by public relations professionals or PR firms on behalf
of their clients

Educational background
A public relations employee usually has a relevant college degree, such as a bachelor's degree
in communications, journalism or marketing. Competition for jobs in PR is fierce.

Professional rights
both public and private organizations

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
A high level of communication skills, both written and verbal. A PR person also must be adept
at multitasking and time management. He or she might have some form of media background
or training to understand how the media works. Organizational and planning skills also are important in public relations.

Public Relations

Job conditions
A PR employee must be able to work well under pressure. He or she must have the ability to answer a barrage of questions from the media and members of the public, if necessary. If a company comes under a verbal attack, it is the PR department that must take control of the situation. The PR department must effectively respond to the criticism to protect the company’s reputation.

Job market trends
A talented public relations worker might be able to work his or her way up from a junior account executive to an account director in about five years. The hours can be long and the job
can be stressful, but for successful PR workers, the pay can be good because of the importance
that companies place on their reputations.

LITHUANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
Formation of organization's public image

Educational background
Public relations, journalism or other related education
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Professional rights
Legislation of labour market/ individual work/ companies (depend from work place); professional codes of ethics

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
The ability to easily, accurately and persuasively speaking and writing, perfect communication
skills, quick response to provocative issues, diplomacy and flexibility. Ability to work in a team,
to communicate with the media, creativity, ability to accept criticism. Knowledge of foreign languages.

Job conditions
Working in a team, constant communication with people in the media, complete loyalty to the
organization. Jobs in the office, and events in the media. Indefinite working time

Job market trends
Public and private sector.

POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
The term "public relations" includes a variety of techniques designed to build and maintain the
image of the company (organization) and its products and services.

Educational background
Degree in public relations, journalism, marketing.

Professional rights
Specialist public relations in the public and private sectors, institutions, agencies, organizations
and media.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
A PR professional should be characterized, above all, communication skills and openness to the
environment, combined with the ability to talk, persuasion and negotiation. importance of networking and maintaining them, eloquence, logic in thought and word and self-control and responsibility for the words, creativity, aesthetic sense, good manners and managerial skills, as well
as a broad knowledge of current events in various fields of social life.

Job conditions
Individual and team work. Work in the office and in the outside, a lot of business trips.

Job market trends
PR specialist tasks range covers many areas. Firstly, information, and contacts with the media
through press conferences, media events, regular contact with journalists, which suggests interesting topics related to your business, by sending them newsletters and magazines, and press
materials. Action PR person here coincides with the operation of the company spokesperson.
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SPAIN-ES
Subject – What is it about
is a the practice of managing the flow of information between an individual or an organization
and the public

Educational background
Degree or vocational training

Professional rights
Public relations may include an organization or individual gaining exposure to their audiences
using topics of public interest and news items that do not require direct payment

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Empathy, knowledge of other languages, creativity, good communication, good written and very
good speak fluency

Job conditions
The aim of public relations by a company often is to persuade the public, investors, partners,
employees, and other stakeholders to maintain a certain point of view about it, its leadership,
products, or of political decisions. Common activities include speaking at conferences, winning
industry awards, working with the press, and employee communication

Public Relations

Job market trends
Public and private sector
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Psychology
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
To study and interpret the human behavior

Educational background
Degree in psychology

Professional rights
As described by the legislation, given that they have the license to practice psychology

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Emotional contact, understanding, sensitivity, to create positive personal relations, presence of
mind and a strong personality

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace and the type of patients they deal with

Job market trends
Public (schools, hospitals, etc) and private sector (as a single practitioner, in an organization,
etc).

TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
To study and observe human and animal behaviors and treat the development problems and
behaviour problems.

Educational background
Degree in psychology at faculties

Professional rights
They have rights to practice psychology

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
To understand other people’s feelings and opinions,to affect other people well, patient, tolerant, knowing his/her responsibilities.

Job conditions
They usually work indoor and sit.They must be in contavt with other people, managers and other staff.
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Job market trends
Teacher (public or private schools), guidance teacher at schools,psychologist at hospital or private office

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about
Psychology is the science concerned with behavior, in both human and nonhuman animals

Educational background
Psychologists have doctoral degrees. They study the intersection of two critical relationships:
one between brain function and behavior, and another between the environment and behavior.

Professional rights
They are allowed to subscribe medicine and also have the license for it

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
As scientists, psychologists mus be able to do careful observation, experimentation and analysis. But psychologists also need to be creative in the way they apply scientific findings. A balance between objectivity and subjectivity

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace, can be flexible or standard

Job market trends

Psychology

Many psychologists work independently and also team up with other professionals — for example, with other scientists, physicians, lawyers, school personnel, computer experts, engineers,
policymakers and managers — to contribute to every area of society. Thus, we find them in laboratories, hospitals, courtrooms, schools and universities, community health centers, prisons
and corporate offices.

LITHUANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
Psychologists study the psychological processes and people (individual personalities and groups)
behavior; provides advice and emotional support

Educational background
Degree in psychology

Professional rights
Labor relations legislation for private and public companies and organizations; professional codes
of ethics
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Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Willingness and ability to constantly be in emotional contact with another person, understanding
and sensitivity, knowledge of human anatomy and mental; passion to monitor the behavior; the
harmony of personality, especially great sense of responsibility.

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace and the type of patients they deal with

Job market trends
Public (schools, hospitals, etc) and private sector (as a single practitioner, in an organization,
etc).

POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
Psychology examines the mechanisms and laws of psychology and human behavior, and the impact of psychological phenomena of human interaction and the interaction with the environment.

Educational background
Degree in psychology

Professional rights
Professional activities psychologist covers many areas of public life, including education (educational psychology), medicine (clinical psychology, psychology of human development,
health psychology), competitive sport (sports psychology), the judiciary and law enforcement
agencies (Forensic Psychology), organizations (HR consultancy), mainly companies (work and
organizational psychology ), advertising and marketing (advertising psychology) and private
(psychotherapy).

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
The most important feature of personality psychologist is empathy. Moreover, imagination and
sensitivity, responsibility, maturity, distance to their problems, broadly defined competence.

Job conditions
Public institutions, family counseling, counseling for children and adults, work at schools. Paperwork, defined working hours. Private practice.

Job market trends
Work and organizational psychology develops, related to managing people - psychologists conduct recruitment, selection, training, research competence. These areas of work are currently
the most popular, due to the specific needs of the market.
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SPAIN-ES
Subject – What is it about
s an academic and applied discipline that involves the scientific study of mental functions and
behaviors

Educational background
Degree in psychology

Professional rights
attempt to understand the role of mental functions in individual and social behavior, while also
exploring the physiological and neurobiological processes that underlie certain cognitive functions and behaviors.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
perception, cognition, attention, emotion, phenomenology, motivation, brain functioning, personality, behavior, and interpersonal relationships.

Job conditions
Depends on the workplace and the type of patients they deal with

Job market trends
Many do scientific research on a wide range of topics related to mental processes and behavior, and typically work in university psychology departments or teach in other academic settings
(e.g., medical schools, hospitals). Some are employed in industrial and organizational settings,
or in other areas[9] such as human development and aging, sports, health, and the media, as
well as in forensic investigation and other aspects of law

Psychology
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Radio & Television Production
GREECE – EL
Subject – What is it about
To determine the products that are going to be broadcasted

Educational background
There is no special educational background as far as the formal education is concerned. It requires mainly knowledge of radio or television issues that can be acquired by experience or training. But mainly what is needed is artistic inspiration

Professional rights
Those of a single practitioner, or of public servant if they are occupied in public television or
radio

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
A very good knowledge of the spoken language and a good pronunciation, alertness and good
reflexes

Job conditions
It depends on the responsibilities, which differ depending in ones experience and abilities to
face several issues that occur.

Job market trends
In public or private radio/television or independent web radio/television sites

TURKEY – TR
Subject – What is it about
To research and to plan needed resources to present for radio and tv programmes

Educational background
There is no formal education instution in that field.They can go department of radio, cinema
and fine arts at University.

Professional rights
They are occupied in public or private radio or TV.They can work higher education instutions
as research assistant or professor.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
power of planning and practising one work,good communication skills creative,disciplined

Job conditions
They do their jobs usually indoor.They produce films at different environments. Their working environment is noisy and hot.
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Job market trends

Radio & Television Production

Public or private TV and radio stations

GERMANY –DE
Subject – What is it about
In charge of the broadcasting

Educational background
No specific type of educational background. All varieties of people with different educational
degrees. Some have a Master in Journalism

Professional rights
Right of information and accreditation

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Depends on the sector, in general a good voice and communication skills, individual appearance or 'style'. A sharp mind, familiarity with the industry

Job conditions
Working hours: regular unsocial hours including evening, nights, weekends and public holidays.
Location: exist mainly in towns or cities throughout the country.
Travel: is possible if the interview for example is not in the studio

Job market trends
Most journalists work on a freelance basis.

LITHUANIA- LT
Subject – What is it about
Media product development and broadcasting

Educational background
You may not have any special education. Television and radio job specific knowledge can be acquired in practical work. Most important- creative personality

Professional rights
Labor relations legislation for private and public companies and organizations; professional codes
of ethics

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Corect and smooth language (talking), good pronunciation, artistry, agility, the ability to quickly assess the situation and fast focus, creativity
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Job conditions
Depends on the job. Work can be of indefinite duration (weekly or daily time). You may need
to travel a lot, quickly go to the scene. In some cases, associated with a strong emotional feelings and physical hazards.

Job market trends
Private or public radio / television broadcasters

POLAND- PL
Subject – What is it about
Radio and television production deals with producing the program or movie. It employs all the
necessary people to produce it, and provides equipment and material resources. After producing
program or film is the copyright owner and the main beneficiary of any proceeds of the sale.

Educational background
Diploma of radio & television producer, postgraduate courses in the areas of journalism, new
media, education, media and journalism, radio and television production.

Professional rights
Private and state television and radio stations, film studios. Private and the public practice.

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Very good knowledge of the media market, creativity, leadership skills, very good organization
of self and co-workers, ability to establish contacts, planning and analytical capabilities, regularity, openness, flexibility, mobility, resistance to stress.

Job conditions
The possibility of frequent traveling, flexible working hours, often stress.
Working in the media for managerial positions are usually very interesting and well-paid, however, requires a lot of commitment and relevant qualifications.

Job market trends
Media coverage, organization of advertising campaigns and
information or cooperation with external agencies, advertising / PR agencies, working with event
organizers accompanying production (eg exhibitions, press conferences, advertising campaigns,
meetings with the viewers / listeners).

SPAIN-ES
Subject – What is it about
Designed for those who have worked in the Radio or Television industries to connect, network
and share ideas and develop solutions with one another
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Educational background

Radio & Television Production

No special educational background, knowledge in radio and television, better if they have experience

Professional rights
Single practitioner or public servant if they work for public institucion

Specific personal characteristics and skills Personality traits
Friendly, empathy, good speaker, good look, good voice

Job conditions
Radio and Television professionals, working as On-Air Personalities, Newscasters, Sports Reporters, Producers, Promotion Directors, Voice-Over Artists, also as on Camera News and Entertainment Reporters, Camera Operators, Video Editors, Commercial Producers and Directors.

Job market trends
Public or private Others have formed their own successful production companies
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Sources and Links for further
research and evidence based
Professional Guidance
Greece
• Lambrakis Foundation: Jobs from the Broader Cultural Sector http://ekpedeftiko.sfm.gr/index.html
• Medicine jobs : career videos http://www.careervideos.gr/
• Jobs on Recycling Energy: http://www.rescompass.org/greek,79/85,85-85/
• Job Profiles by Greek ManPower Organisation [ OAED] http://epagelmata.oaed.gr/
• Job Profiles by National Center of Accredited Structures for Vocational Education and Training [ OEPPEP ] http://www.ekepis.gr/main/143/Default.aspx
• Job Monographies by National Center of Vocational Guidance: http://www.ekep.gr/content.asp?contentid=245&ContentTypeId=11
• Job Monographies by Greek Pedagogical Institute: http://sep.pi-schools.gr/professions.asp

Lithuania
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lithuanian Classification of Occupations
http://www.ukmin.lt/web/lt/
Occupations
http://www.aikos.smm.lt/profesijos.htm
Descriptions of occupations
http://www.karjera.puslapiai.lt/aprasai.htm
http://www.studijos.lt/pasirink-profesija
Profession Guide
http://www.karjerosmokykla.europass.lt/get.php?f.118
Specialist of Public Relations
http://manokarjera.cv.lt/Default4.aspx?ArticleId=01583fd7-120e-4764-9583-b05678686d6e

Turkey
• Choose a profession Introducing professions and interest survey for professions
http://mbs.meb.gov.tr/
• General information about vocational and technical education
http://mtegm.meb.gov.tr/
• Origin and meaning of architect word
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http://www.tdk.gov.tr/index.php?option=com_gts&arama=gts&guid=TDK.GTS.5191ddc90688
a9.52626364
• Job definition of architects
http://www.meslekidersler.com/meslekler/mimar.html
• Professionals Associations of architects
http://www.mimarlarodasi.org.tr/
• Working fields of architects
http://mmf.gazikent.edu.tr/birimler/mimarlk-boeluemue.html

Spain
Department of Education of the Generalitat of Catalonia
http://www.gencat.cat/ensenyament
http://www.gencat.cat/canaleducacio
http://www.edu.xtec.cat
http://www.edu365.cat
Selectivity and universities
http://.www.unportal.cat
http://www.gencat.cat/universitats
http://www.undita.gencat.cat
http://www.educaweb.cat/continguts/educatius/
http://www.unportal.cat
guidance service
http://www.educaweb.cat
http://www.orentacio.educaweb.com
http://www.gestudio.cat
Work
http://www.gencat.cat/treball/
http://www.porta22.com

EU : THE Single Market;
The Regulated professions database
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/qualifications/regprof/index.cfm?action=profession&id_profession=12406&tab=countries
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